Introduction
In the supplementary material, we have included all the curves as derived per detector/tracker. We follow the same experimental sections as in the main paper and include those additional curves. Since for each method all 4 landmark localisation techniques are provided, there is a single unified legend for all the figures for each landmark localisation method, given in 1. Additionally we have prepared a video for two indicative experiments, illustrating the visual comparison of the top 5 performing methods in each category. The links are presented in the Table 1 .
Experiment 1
https://youtu.be/Lx5gHvErqX8 Experiment 3 https://youtu.be/SNr39MH3dh8 Table 1 : Links for the videos illustrating the outcomes of the top performing methods in indicative experiments.
Each image of a video is composed of the original video frame, plus a cropped result for each of the top 5 methods per category. A black frame signifies a missing detection, Fig. 2 . [Isard and Blake(1996) ], the baseline tracker (denoted as PREV in the main paper), [Li et al(2015) 
